Dear Dr. Mossman,

Two years ago, I moved to a new city for my psychiatry residency. Work leaves me little time to socialize; meeting other singles has been tough. Friends have suggested I try online dating. I’m intrigued, but leery, too. What if a patient sees my profile and asks me about it—or asks me out? Could this harm my professional reputation? Would “putting myself out there” be a boundary violation? Should I forget about looking for romance online to avoid medicolegal problems?

Submitted by “Dr. R”

Most adults want to have happy romantic relationships. But meeting eligible companions and finding the time to date can feel nearly impossible to many physicians, especially residents, whose 80-hour work weeks limit opportunities to meet potential partners.¹

So it’s no surprise that Dr. R’s friends have suggested that she try online dating. If she does, she would be far from alone: 15% of U.S. adults have sought relationships online, and one-fourth of people in their 20s have used a mobile dating app.²³ Online dating might work well for Dr. R, too. Between 2005 and 2012, more than one-third of U.S. marriages started online, and these marriages seemed happier and ended in separation or divorce less often than marriages that started in more traditional ways.⁴

Online dating is just one example of how “the permeation of online and social media into everyday life is placing doctors in new situations that they find difficult to navigate.”⁵ Many physicians—psychiatrists among them—date online. Yet, like Dr. R, physicians are cautious about using social media because of worries about public exposure and legal concerns.² Moreover, medical associations haven’t developed guidelines that would help physicians reconcile their professional and personal lives if they seek companionship online.⁶

Although we don’t have complete answers to Dr. R’s questions, we have gathered some ideas and information that she might find helpful. Read on as we explore:

- potential benefits for psychiatrists who try online dating
- problems when physicians use social media
- how to minimize mishaps if you seek companionship online.

Advantages and benefits

Online dating is most popular among young adults. But singles and divorcees of all ages, sexual orientations, and backgrounds are increasingly seeking long-term relationships with internet-based dating tools rather than hoping to meet people through family, friends, church, and the workplace. It has become common—and no longer stigmatizing—for couples to say they met online.²⁷
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A dating Web site or app is a simple, fast, low-investment way to increase your opportunities to meet other singles and to make contact with more potential partners than you would meet otherwise. This is particularly helpful for people in thinner dating markets (eg, gays, lesbians, middle-age heterosexuals, and rural dwellers) or people seeking a companion of a particular type or lifestyle. Many internet dating tools claim that their matching algorithms can increase your chances of meeting someone you will find compatible (although research questions whether the algorithms really work). Dating sites and apps also let users engage in brief, computer-mediated communications that can foster greater attraction and comfort before meeting for a first date.

**Appeal to psychiatrists**

Online dating may have special appeal to young psychiatrists such as Dr. R. Oddly enough, being a mental health professional can leave you socially isolated. Many people react cautiously when they learn you are a psychiatrist—they think you are evaluating them (and let’s face it: often, this is true). Psychiatrists should be cordial but circumspect in conducting work relationships, which limits the type and amount of social life they might generate in the setting where many people meet their future spouses.

Online dating can help single psychiatrists overcome these barriers. Scientifically minded physicians can find plenty of research-grounded advice for improving online dating chances. Two medical researchers even published a meta-analysis of evidence-based methods that can improve the chances of converting online contacts to a first date.

**Caution: Hazards ahead**

When seeking romance online, psychiatrists shouldn’t forget their professional obligations, including the duty to maintain clear boundaries between their social and work lives. If Dr. R decides to try online dating, she will be making it possible for curious patients to gain access to some of her personal information. She will have to figure out how to avoid jeopardizing her professional reputation or inadvertently opening the door to sexual misconduct.

**Boundaries online.** Psychiatrists use the term “boundaries” to refer to how they structure appointments and monitor their behavior during therapy to keep the treatment relationship free of personal, sexual, and romantic influences. Keeping one’s emotional life out of treatment helps prevent exploitation of patients and fosters a sense of safety and assurance that the physician is acting solely with the patient’s interest in mind. Breaching boundaries in ways that exploit patients or serve the doctor’s needs can undermine treatment, harm patients, and result in serious professional consequences.

Maintaining appropriate boundaries can be challenging for psychiatrists who want to date online because the outside-the-office context can muddy the distinction between one’s professional and personal identity. Online dating environments make it easier for physicians to inadvertently initiate social or romantic interactions with people they have treated but don’t recognize (something the authors know has happened to colleagues). Additionally, the internet’s anonymity leaves users vulnerable to being lured into interactions with someone who is using a fictional online persona—an activity colloquially called “catfishing.”

Although patients may play an active role in boundary breaches, the physician bears sole responsibility for maintaining proper limits within the therapeutic relationship. For many psychiatrists, innocuous but non-professional interactions with patients have been the first steps down a “slippery slope” toward serious boundary violations, includ-
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ing sexual contact—an activity that both the American Medical Association (AMA) and the American Psychiatric Association deem categorically unethical and that can lead to malpractice lawsuits, sanctions by medical license boards, and (in some jurisdictions) criminal prosecution. When using social media and online dating tools, psychiatrists should avoid even seemingly minor boundary violations as a safeguard against more serious transgressions.

Reports of online misconduct by medical trainees and practitioners are plentiful. In response, several medical organizations, including the AMA and the American College of Physicians, have developed professional guidelines for appropriate behavior on social media by physicians. These guidelines stress the importance of maintaining a professional presence when one’s online activity is publicly viewable.

How much self-disclosure is appropriate?

Traditionally, psychiatrists (including psychoanalysts) have felt that occasional, limited, well-considered references to oneself are acceptable and even helpful in treatment. The majority of therapists report using therapy-relevant self-disclosure, but they are cautious about what they say. Conscientious therapists avoid self-disclosure to satisfy their own needs, and they avoid self-disclosure with patients for whom it would have detrimental effects.

Dating Web sites contain a lot of personal information that physicians don’t usually share with patients. Although physicians who use social media are advised to be careful about the information they make available to the public, this is more difficult to do with dating applications, where revealing some information about yourself is necessary for making meaningful connections. Creating an online dating profile means that you are potentially letting patients or patients’ relatives know about your place of residence, income, sexual orientation, number of children, and interests. You will need to think about how you will respond if a patient unexpectedly comments on your dating profile during a session or asks you out.

Beyond creating awkward situations, self-disclosure can have treatment implications, and it’s impossible to know how a particular comment will affect a particular client in a particular situation. Psychiatrists who engage in online dating may want to limit their posted personal information only to what they would feel reasonably comfortable with having patients know about them, and hope this will suffice to capture the attention of potential partners.

Sustaining professionalism while remaining human. The term “medical professionalism” originally referred to ethical conduct during the practice of medicine and to sustaining one’s commitment to patients, fellow professionals, and the institutions within which health care is provided. More recently, however, discussions of medical professionalism have encompassed how physicians comport themselves away from work. Physicians’ actions outside the office or hospital—and especially what they say, do, or post online—have a powerful effect on perceptions of their institutions and the medical profession as a whole.

Photos and comments posted by physicians can be seen by millions and can have major repercussions for employment prospects and public perceptions. Questionable postings by physicians on social media outlets have resulted in disciplinary actions by licensing authorities and have damaged physicians’ careers.

What seems appropriate for a dating Web site varies from person to person. A suggestive smile or flirtatious joke that most people would find harmless may strike others as provocative. Derogatory language, depictions of intoxication or substance abuse, and inappropriate patient-related comments are clear-cut mistakes. But also keep in mind that what medical profes-
Dos and don’ts for psychiatrists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do</th>
<th>Don’t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prepare to respond to reactions of patients who see what you post</td>
<td>initiate contact with a current or former patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respond online to a patient who contacts you</td>
<td>become a treatment provider for someone you met via a dating app or Web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discuss boundaries and roles at the next appointment if a patient contacts you</td>
<td>put sexually explicit material in your profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consult an experienced colleague if you encounter a problem, a difficult clinical situation, or a moral dilemma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table**

**Dating Web sites and apps:** Dos and don’ts for psychiatrists
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**Clinical Point**

Limit posted information to what you’d feel comfortable with a patient knowing...
Clinical Point
Discuss boundaries and roles at the next appointment if a patient contacts you.
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